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1 INTRODUCTION

Blockchain servers as an automatic distributed ledger which comprise all transactions and state. While the blocks in the blockchain are executed, it continuously modifies the state, changes balances of accounts, produce transaction receipts etc. This system is non-stopping, accepting new transactions, creating new blocks and always growing the state. To handle this complexity and especially the growing volume of data, the blockchain architects re-used fundamental data structures known throughout the history of computer science, but combined them in new forms.

Since the data structures used in blockchain platforms are sometimes complex and sometimes specific only to Ethereum, it is crucial to understand them to be able to comprehend the platform as such. This is especially important for researchers and practitioners willing to extend, modify, build on top of, conduct a research on, etc. on Ethereum. In this area two main sources of knowledge exist, first is the official documentation formulated in the Yellow paper [49] and the other one is endless chain of blogs on the Internet.

We believe that available sources of information related especially to data-structures are limited. Reasonable body of publications cover blockchain and Ethereum as a platform from wider perspective. Let us name work done by Kolb at al [29]. His work introduces beginners into blockchain, covers aspects that we do not such as mining, incentivisation, etc, includes comparison of various blockchain platforms. However, when it comes into data structures, it is rather shallow, providing no better detail then online blogs. Even wider perspective is provided by Lao at al [30] or by Zhu at al [54]. These two papers survey suitability of blockchain as a tamper-proof storage for trust in internet of things. Both these
papers to a limited degree overview structures of blockchains. More from the security point of view, the blockchain platforms are discussed by Zhang et al [53].

Two student thesis, one by Voulgari [48] and the other one by Hefele [19] are rich in describing Ethereum data structures. Especially Hefele’s work is relevant as it model Ethereum data structures using UML diagrams. This, according to our judgement, may bring clarity in complicated Ethereum data structures. Both works, however, describe data structures just as a means for analysing volume of data stored in these structures. The structures themselves are not described into the level that would show how the data are encoded in memory or disk.

Rich information is provided by Antonopoulos and Wood, founders of Ethereum, in their book [4], or in another book by Bashir [5]. Both publications seem to target mainly end users of Ethereum as they detail all surrounding tools, but do not go deep into internals.

For the all mentioned above, the only thorough source of information remains the Yellow paper[49]. We believe that this publication is not ideal for understanding Ethereum data structures. In particular, it scatters information across the publication with details about data encoding provided in appendixes, where it is sometimes not clear how partial parts are related. Moreover, this publication omit information of how Smart Contract data are structured and stored in memory slots. While they do it on purpose as the data format is left on the Smart Contract compiler, we believe that this part is crucial for understanding data organization of Ethereum. For this reason, we have also studied the Solidity compiler to provide the data format, and summarise it in this publication.

To fill the gap of missing or unclear information from various parts of the Yellow paper, we had to rely on the internet blogs. Their problem is however that they vary widely in quality as they rather capture people understanding. To cope with this limitation we have to in some cases consult implementation in source-code of Ethereum clients, namely Parity[47] and Geth[15], to confirm certain details. We aim at providing sufficient detail without needlessly formal approach as it is the case in the Yellow paper, but we aim at using better detail than provided in a lot of blogs. To extend on clarity, we provide a lot of examples and illustrations.

The scope of this work is limited to data structures used in Ethereum. We do not discuss in detail areas such as block mining, verification, execution, Smart contracts creations, etc. However, in some cases we mention these areas as well to support explanation of the data structures.

This paper is structured as follows. Fundamental data structures are described first, extension of these structures in the form of Merkle Patricia Trie is formulated then. After that the structure of block is provided, followed by detail about Trie structures used for Ethereum data representation.

2 BACKGROUND: TREES AND TRIES

Blockchain platforms operate with enormous number of keys that must be looked-up from underlying data sources. Due to distribute nature, they furthermore need to be trustworthy. For these reasons, blockchain platforms try to employ effective algorithms for searching and cryptography. They mostly use and extend structures mentioned in following sections.

2.1 Search Trees

One of the standard methods for effective searching are trees. They come in various forms, some of them described by Knuth in his famous book The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 3 [27], where very a common binary search tree is described in Section 6.2.2.
The binary search trees may form a prefix tree where keys with the same prefixes share the same path from the root to the leaves. A key is searched in such a tree so that the key is iterated from the first to the last character and for every character it is checked if there is a child node in the tree that match the character. The tree traversal descent to the child node, next character is picked-up and the same step repeats.

Let us detail the algorithm on a binary encoding of the tree. In this case every node may branch to left or right depending on binary zero or one. All possible valid keys may be stored in such a key in its binary form. The nodes are composed from the root to children to represent all the keys stored in this tree, for every node branching left or right to encode binary one and zero for current position in one of the keys. Fig. 3, the left hand side tree, shows an example of such a prefix tree. It encodes four binary keys (shown as the legend). These keys form four paths from the root node to leaves (coloured nodes). In contrary to keys in the example, alternative keys such as 100, 101 are not encoded in this tree as there is no path from root to leaves representing them.

This data structure has a benefit of memory saving for data where keys have frequently the same prefixes. Example use-cases me be storing of IP4 addresses as such addresses have the same prefixes for the same IP segments. For example an IP4 CIDR block 192.168.56.0/30 contains a 30-bit value which is always the same and starts to differ only for remaining 2-bits. In this case, it is effective to store all possible hosts of such a network (actually only four possible hosts), in a prefix tree. The prefix tree will need $30 + 2^2 = 34$ bits, while storing every address independently will need $32 \times 2^2 = 128$ bits.

2.2 Patricia Trie

Obvious drawback of a search tree is that it must descent through several children in the cases there is no branching (i.e. a node has only one child). For instance, in example from Fig. 3, two nodes must be crawled to reconstruct all keys prefixed with ‘11’. Although the example shows a simple binary tree, the same problem persists for N-ary trees. There may be always situations where the only branch exists. The problem increases when the keys have long common parts as it creates long single-branch paths in the tree.

To solve this problem, Fredkin proposed Trie Memory in his paper [16]. He calls the new structure Trie because it serves for information retrieval. He defines data representation in a form of a table where columns of a table are nodes and rows are branches. The number of rows depends on the number of branches. For instance, to represent binary data, two rows are needed. In contrast, to represent hexadecimal strings, it needs 0 to F rows. The number of columns varies depending on the number of branching. If the same data are represented in a tree, the depth of the tree is equivalent to the number of columns.

Every cell of this table can contain either a reference to a child node or a string. The reference to a child is represented by a number of a column to jump-to. If the string is stored, it is then equivalent to a suffix of the key. It also terminates a current path.

The look-up starts that the input key is traversed by characters. The character at a current position is found in a row first. If this row contains a string, this path terminates and a key is found. If the cell contains a link to another node (i.e. another column), this column contains all possible branches of all encoded keys. To find a particular key, the next character from the input key is taken and the row matching this character is found. This row together with current column determines a table cell. This cell is again analysed and the algorithm recurses. In a case the cell is empty (i.e. it contains neither next column nor the string), the input key is not encoded in the table.

Figure 1 shows an example of memory trie where four keys with hexadecimal characters are encoded. First four characters (a number ‘1’) are the same for all keys. For this reason, the first four columns only refers to the next column.
Then the branching happens, i.e. the column labeled ‘5’ contains references to columns ‘6’, ‘7’, and ‘8’. The column ‘5’ itself denotes next character in the keys on respective rows – rows ’0’, ’2’ and ’F’ corresponding to fifth characters in all encoded keys. Columns ’6,7,8’ finally contain suffixes of the keys as no more branching is necessary.

This data structure is effective in terms of speed because it can be represented as a two-dimensional array and thus accessed via indexes in this array. On the other hand, it has big memory overhead especially when the structure is sparse. This problem may be overcome by representing paths by linked lists as proposed by Briandais [10] so that all possible branches from one node are represented as a tree, composing a forest of tries from all nodes.

Another drawback of original Trie structure is that it groups only common suffixes of the keys. In other words, datasets with keys having rather the same prefixes can be modelled as well simply by saving the data in reverse order. However, this does not solve situation when keys tend to have common paths (in the middle of keys) in general.

This drawback was addressed by Morrison in his work called Practical Algorithm To Retrieve Information Coded in Alphanumeric [33], i.e. Patricia. This structure is a trie using one more optimisation. Every node contains a number of bits that can be skipped when matching a key as all the keys in the dataset have this path the same. When this amount of bits is skipped, the tree branches left or right based on next bit.

An example in Fig. 3 visualises a Patricia Trie on the right hand side. All the keys in the dataset starts with 11 and thus two bits may be skipped (we visualise this as the edge labelled 11 outgoing from the root node). So the branching starts at the third bit of the keys. Keys suffixes 11 and 110 are also grouped, but this is already a feature of original Trie design, we only visualise it here as a tree instead of a table.

Let us note that Patricia Trie was originally proposed for binary trees, but it is practically used nowadays for N-ary trees. It is for instance easily possible to represent example from Fig. 1 in a Patricia format. It is visualised in Fig. 2 where the tuple ‘4(5)’ says that before accessing column ‘5’, four columns (i.e. the same characters) have been skipped.
2.3 Merkle Trees

Ralph Merkle developed and described a data structure for digitally signing datasets with desire for fast verification of data consistency. He called it a Merkle Tree [32]. The Merkle Tree computes cryptography hashes so that every node in the tree contains a hash of its children. The leafs of the tree links values from the encoded datasets. Naturally, an asymmetric hash is used not to be able to recover original values.

The purpose of this data structure is to allow parties to verify consistency of a data set without the need to exchange the dataset itself. It is especially useful in distributed environments, where consistency of replicated data must be verified while analysis of physical data is impractical due to their size.

Merkle Trees, sometimes called Merkle proofs, prevent malicious or unintentional modifications of the data by providing a unique hash that identifies the data set. Another data set is provably the same only if it computes to the same hash, otherwise the data set is different. Due to this feature, participants in any data exchange may easily verify that they are getting the data they expect, or participants synchronizing data sets may easily verify that they both ended up with the same results.

Since every subset of the data is hashed as well, the participants may exchange only sub hashes if they do not need to work with complete datasets. In a case a value from any node is manipulated, all the hashes from this node up to the root do not match, and this error is revealed without the need to traverse complete dataset.

Blockchain platforms in nature involve distributed parties that do not trust, while they need to manage common data. In this setting, Merkle trees server as ideal solution as they provide a proof of validity in term of hashes. In addition, the hashes are small and thus make it ideal for transfer over the internet.

Fig. 3. Prefix Tree, Merkle Tree, Patricia Trie

Fig 6, the tree in the middle, illustrates this principle on a binary tree. As it may be seen, every node from bottom-up is hashed, visualised in abstract terms by a function hash. The leaf nodes hash only themselves, but all remaining
parents hash recursively hashes of their children. When the data consistency must be verified among parties, a hash of any node can be verified.

The Merkle tree originally contains only the hashes while the data set values are stored externally. It means the tree is build on top of a data set, which can be modeled by any alternative data structures. Blockchains and Ethereum in particular proposes a structure that wraps all the hashes and the data in one tree. Its description follows in the next section.

3 MERKLE PATRICIA TRIE

Merkle Patricia Trie [49, Appendix D] is a data-structure that combines and extends Patricia trie and Merkle tree. The same way as Patricia is designed, it effectively stores primary keys while grouping their common paths in one node. As a tamper-proof data validation, it uses the Merkle Tree. This new data structures is unique in its combining these two data structures in one. It is organized as a tree with every node hashed in the sense of Merkle proof and it groups common paths in the sense of Patricia Trie.

The Ethereum authors proposed Merkle Patricia Trie with data persistence in mind. This is obvious from reading the Yellow Paper. Although, it reads in Appendix D, paragraph D1: ‘no explicit assumptions are made concerning what data is stored’, it continues in the next paragraph: ‘implementation will maintain a database of nodes’. Since they expected the implementation to store the tree nodes, it explains the reason why all the keys, the data and the hashes are all stored in one tree structure. In other worlds, the Merkle Patricia Trie represents not only a data structure, but also a database schema.

The design of tightly coupling the data structure with the database scheme made it easy to store the structured data in non-structured databases, such as key-value databases. This intention is evident e.g. in both major clients: Parity and Geth, which both use the key-value storages, RocksDB[7] and LevelDB[31] respectively. On the other hand, such designs are usually difficult to optimise. It has been already discussed by researchers that Ethereum is riddled with storage bloat [25, 37, 42] and also the performance goes down due to read and write amplification caused by continuous computation of hashes [40].

This new structure allows for grouping common parts of the keys and suffixes in one node, and it uses nodes for branching only when branching is necessary. These ideas are reused from Patricia Trie, however, this new data structure allows for 16 branches and stores hexadecimal strings instead of bits. When keys have common parts, this part is, moreover, directly stored in the node, instead of storing only the number of bits to skip, as it was originally invented for Patricia. To employ Merkle proof, when the Merkle Patricia Trie refers to a child node, it refers to its hash.

The Merkle Patricia Trie defines three types of nodes with following structure:

- **Branch** - a 17-item node \([i_0, i_1, ..., i_{15}, value]\]
- **Extension** - A 2-item node \([\text{path}, \text{value}]\]
- **Leaf** - A 2-item node \([\text{path}, \text{value}]\]

The **Branch** node is used where branching takes place, i.e. keys at certain character position starts to differ. First 16 items are used for branching, which means that this node allows for 16 possible branches for \(0 \rightarrow F\) hex character. This concept is familiar from the Memory Trie structures, where branching was constructed as a column in a table. The \(i\)-position contains a link to a child node whenever the child exists, i.e. this position corresponds with a next character (hex \(0 \rightarrow F\)) in a key. The 17th item stores a value and it is used only if this node is terminating (for a certain key).
The **Extension** node is where the compression takes place. Whenever there is a part common for multiple keys, this part is stored in this node. In other words, it prevents descending several times should it follow only one path. This node, in other words, resembles a Patricia feature of number of bits to skip.

The **Leaf** node terminates the path in the tree. It also uses a compression as it groups common suffixes for keys in the path, which is a concept re-used again from Memory Trie.

An example of Merkle-Patricia Trie is illustrated in Fig. 4. In contrast to the previous example from Fig. 3, this example shows keys as hexadecimal numbers. As it may be seen in the example, all the keys have the same prefix 1111 and for this reason the extension node is created as a root – it groups this prefix. Then the keys start to differ, which is captured by creating the branch node. This node branches for characters at the same position of all keys. In particular, branches are created for characters ’0’, ’2’, and ’F’. The key having solely ’1111’ terminates here, which means that the value for this key is stored in this branch node. Rest of the keys form leaf nodes as there is no more branching. The leaf nodes store suffixes of each key and store values for the keys as well.

This example does not detail computation of hashes and concentrates only on ‘Patricia part’ of this data structure to better visualise nodes forms. In reality, every link from a parent (i.e. arrows in the image) must refer to a hash representation of the child. This concept has been already shown in Fig. 3 in the Merkle Tree. We can on a high level write here that a link to a child node is `hash(node)`. However, the Merkle Patricia Trie structures nodes are multi-element (structured) records while hash functions compute a hash out of binary strings. For this reason, the nodes must be encoded from a structured form to a byte array. This will be detailed in the next section.

### 4 DATA STRUCTURES ENCODING

This section details encoding of trie structures, which allows for representing structured format of trie nodes as byte arrays. This makes the nodes suitable for hashing and persisting. Two main steps are taken to convert a structured node into an array: Hex Prefix Encoding and Recursive Length Prefix.
4.1 Hex Prefix Encoding

Data stored in Merkle-Patricia trie are encoded to store them as a sequence of bytes. Leaf and Extension nodes are encoded using a **HP** Hex-Prefix-Encoding function. HP is formally defined in Yellow Paper [49, Appendix C] and its purpose is to encode any sequence of nibbles into binary stream so that two (4-bit) nibbles compose one (8-bit) byte.

More formally, nibbles are encoded as a sequence: \[16x_i + x_{i+1}|i \in \{0, \ldots, ||x|| - 1\}\]

In addition, this sequence is prefixed by a nibble, which has two purposes. Second-lowest bit is a flag saying if the node is either a Leaf or an Extension. This bit is set '0' for Extension and '1' for Leaf node. The lowest bit of the same nibble is a flag set to '0' for even length of the encoded data and '1' for odd length. This is depicted in the table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hex Bits</th>
<th>Node Type</th>
<th>Path Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0000</td>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0001</td>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>odd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 0010</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 0011</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>odd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bit saying if the number of nibbles is odd or even is important for padding to be able to reconstruct original values for decoding. The number of persisted nibbles must be always even, because the resulting byte array will be always stored to an even length (because standard computers cannot store only a half of byte). For example, if an even length was not assured and a hex value '0x10' was encoded it would not be possible to determine if original nibbles were two: with values '1' and '0', or the original nibble was one: with value '1'. On the other, if it is given that the number of nibbles is always even, the value '0x10' can represent only two values: '1' and '0'.

Following this first prefix nibble, another nibble with value '0' is inserted if the number of nibbles is odd. This zero is a padding to extend the number of nibbles to an even number. If the number of nibbles is even already, this additional nibble is not used and the encoded path continues immediately after the first nibble.

Let us summarise the HP in following examples. Brackets mark one byte with two nibbles. As it may be seen, a padding zero has been added as a second nibble for even length, while the data follows directly the first nibble for odd length:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Payload</th>
<th>Node Type</th>
<th>Path Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[0, 0]</td>
<td>[x_1x_2][x_3x_4]</td>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>Even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1, x_1]</td>
<td>[x_2x_3][x_4x_5]</td>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>Odd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2, 0]</td>
<td>[x_1x_2][x_3x_4]</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>Even</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3, x_1]</td>
<td>[x_2x_3][x_4x_5]</td>
<td>Leaf</td>
<td>Odd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us sum-up with two examples showing one even and one odd strings encoded via HP. The first example encodes odd number of characters. For this reason the prefix '1' (could be '3' as well) follows immediately with the payload, two characters stored at one byte. The second example contains even number of character. For this reason the prefix '0' (or possibly '2') is followed by additional padding '0' and then by the payload.

\[
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9] \rightarrow [15, 67, 89] \lor [35, 67, 89]
\]

\[
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] \rightarrow [00, 45, 67, 89] \lor [20, 45, 67, 89]
\]

4.2 Recursive Length Prefix

After HP is used, it encodes node structures into compressed byte arrays. However, trie nodes still contain more arrays in every node (i.e. Extension node is 17-item structure – thus contains 17 values/arrays, Leaf and Extension contain two
arrays. It is practical to flatten these arrays to one byte array structure for later persistence in a key-value storage. For computing the hash, it is necessary to flatten the arrays as the hash function cannot be applied to structured forms.

Yellow Paper [49, Appendix B] defines a **RLP** function, which serialises a set of input arrays into one array. Hence, using this function a node from the trie may be converted into a flat byte array and persistent into a key-value storage as one value. Yellow Paper details the RLP function formally, but in essence this function serialises the arrays so that it outputs all sub-arrays in one long array. Every sequence representing original sub-array is prefixed with its length and a bit-mask to determine if the sub-array was originally an array or a string. Every level of flattened structure is also prefixed by total length of all sub-arrays. Details of RLP encoding follows:

**Byte Values Up-to 127.** Such single bytes are stored directly without modifications. We can simply write that input byte \( b \) is transformed:

\[
RLP : b \rightarrow b
\]  

**Strings With Length Up-To 55 Characters.** Transformation used for encoding input Strings \( s \) is:

\[
RLP : s \rightarrow [0x80 + ||s||, s]
\]  

where value \( ||s|| \) donates length of strings \( s \), the string itself follows this prefix. As it may be seen, transformation of such short strings (up to 55 characters) is very efficient, as it needs only one additional byte, which stores the prefix together with the string length.

**Arrays with Total Length Up-to 55 Characters.** For arrays with accumulated length up-to 55 characters, including possible nested arrays, the RLP function transforms a set of arrays \( S \) as follows:

\[
RLP : S \rightarrow [0xc0 + ||ex(S)||, ex(S)]
\]  

The function \( ex \) expands the set \( S \) so that it computes RLP encoding on every array from this set:

\[
ex : S \rightarrow (RLP(s_i)|s_i \in S)
\]  

As it may be seen, encoding of such arrays is again efficient needing only one byte to store the prefix together with total length.

**Strings With Length Up-To \( 2^{64} \) Characters.** For string longer than 55 characters, the RLP function for String \( s \) is computed as follows:

\[
RLP : s \rightarrow [0xb7 + numb(||s||), ||s||, s]
\]  

The function \( numb : N \rightarrow N \) computes number of bytes required to store an input value. In other words, having length of the string \( s \), this functions says how many bytes are required to store this length. For instance strings up-to \( 0xFF \) characters need one byte to represent their length, lengths between \( 0xFF \) and \( 0xFFFF \) need two bytes, etc. Furthermore, this variant of RLP produces length of \( s \), followed finally by the string itself.

This variant of RLP function requires more bytes to represent the prefix. Unless the strings are very large, this function is still reasonable efficient. For instance, strings up-to the length \( 0xFFFF \) require three extra bytes to encode (1 byte for the prefix, 2 bytes for the length).

**Arrays With Length Up-To \( 2^{64} \) Characters.** For nested arrays with accumulated length higher than 55 characters, similarly as in the previous cases, the RLP function prints a prefix, a number of bytes required to represent the length,
the length itself and recursively RLP encoded payload follows. Formally arrays $S$ are encoded:

$$RLP : S \rightarrow [0x\text{f7} + \text{numB}(||ex(S)||), ||ex(S)||, ex(S)]$$

(6)

**Payloads With Length Higher Than $2^{64}$**. Neither strings nor arrays of this size can be encoded.

Let us illustrate the RLP function on four examples. The first example encodes plain string $ABCD$ – it uses the prefix $0x80$ plus size of the string: 4:

$$ABCD \rightarrow [0x80 + 4, A, B, C, D]$$

The second example encodes two arrays with $AB$ and $CDE$ – the prefix $0xc0$ is used plus length of remaining encoded payload:

$$[AB][CDE] \rightarrow [0xc0 + 7, 0x80 + 2, A, B, 0x80 + 3, C, D, E]$$

Third example encodes a long string. Let us assume we have a string with the length of 300 characters, to save space we shortcut this string and write only: $A \cdots B$. To express the length, we need in hexadecimal form $0x12C \equiv 300$. This number requires two bytes. We use the prefix for long strings: $0xb7$ and add 2, the two bytes representing the length are stored next, and the string itself follows:

$$A \cdots B \rightarrow [0xb7 + 2, 0x1, 0x2C, A, \cdots, B]$$

The last example recursively stores two arrays $[A \cdots B][ABCD]$, first contains a long string while the other one a short string. We encode bottom-up, i.e. we apply two rules for long and short strings used in previous examples. It creates two byte sequences $[0xb7 + 2, 0x1, 0x2C, A, \cdots, B]$ and $[0x80 + 4, A, B, C, D]$ already known from previous examples. To finish encoding, we use the prefix for long arrays first: $0xf7$. Then we compute the length of the new payload, which is $0x134 \equiv 308$. It still requires two bytes to store. The final encoding will contain the prefix $0xf7$ plus 2, the bytes $0x1$, $0x34$ and finally two already encoded arrays, in total:

$$[A \cdots B][ABCD] \rightarrow [0xf7 + 2, 0x1, 0x34, 0xb7 + 2, 0x1, 0x2C, A, \cdots, B, 0x80 + 4, A, B, C, D]$$

The purpose of RLP function is to convert a structured node form into a single byte array. For JavaScript and web-developers this concept is familiar as a variant of JSON. However, RLP is designed as more memory efficient because it needs only a couple of prefix bytes. In contrast, JSON is a text-markup that includes special characters to mark beginning and end of structures (i.e. arrays, objects, etc). For instance, JSON always needs at least two bytes to mark beginning and end of an array, using '"' and ']' characters. On the other hand, due to repeated characters, JSON can be often widely compressed [1].

The RLP function is also prerequisite for hashing the nodes. Once the node is turned into a byte array, an asymmetric hash function can be applied. This fundamentally enables the Merkle proof in Merkle Patricia Trie.
The example in Fig. 5 complements previous Fig. 4 by visualising encoding of nodes, which is used in the Ethereum. The image shows that paths in Extension and Leaf nodes are encoded by HP first, then each node is encoded into a byte array by the RLP encoding. Then, the whole node can be hashed. After that, every parent node refers to its children via this hash adding the Merkle proof to every node.

![Fig. 5. Ethereum Encoded Merkle Patricia Trie](image)

### 4.3 Persistence in Key-Value Storage

Once nodes in the trie are encoded by HP and RLP, every node is then represented only as an array of bytes. It makes it suitable for storing in a key-value database as such databases are typically designed for representing keys and values as simple data structures, i.e. byte arrays.

Since all the nodes are hashed, it is not possible to reveal their original value. For this reason, it is not possible to store only the hashes in the database. Ethereum solves this by storing both hashed and plain (only RLP encoded) values together in the database. Ethereum uses a hash function Keccak [38], which is an original implementation of SHA3 available before SHA3 became official.

Every node is stored in the database as a \( key \rightarrow value \) pair, where the key is a hashed RLP representation of the node and the value is an RLP encoded node. We can write that one node is represented in the database as:

\[
keccak(RLP(node)) \rightarrow RLP(node)
\]  

(7)

In a key-value storage format: \( key \equiv keccak(RLP(node)) \) and \( value \equiv RLP(node) \). Content of every node differs based on the node type:

- **Extension node** \( \equiv [HP(prefix + path), key] \)
- **Branch node** \( \equiv [branches, value] \)
- **Leaf node** \( \equiv [HP(prefix + path), value] \)

where \( key \) in the Extension node is a hashed key of a child node. In the Branch node \( branches \equiv (key_i | 0 \leq i \leq 15) \) and \( key_i \) is a hashed key of a child node if the branch exists, otherwise is empty. For both node types, the key is computed by an already mentioned formula: \( key = keccak(RLP(node_c)) \) and \( node_c \) is a child node.
Let us note that the hash representation for the key is computed from the whole node, based on its RLP representation. Since the node comprises hashes of child nodes (unless it is a leaf), this essentially build the Merkle part of this data structure as a hash of a current node is computed on top of child hashes.

Finally, Ethereum uses one more optimisation: node inlining. If a RLP encoding of a child node is shorter than 32 bytes, no hash is computed and this node is stored directly inside a parent node. This technique allows for furthermore compacting the data structure for short nodes.

5 BLOCKCHAIN, BLOCKS AND TRANSACTION

Every Blockchain consists of a sequence of blocks, which are bound together via cryptography hashes. A block contains a body and a header. The header holds a metadata about this block. One of the most important values stored in the header is the hash of the previous block, which composes the chain. The purpose of every block is to execute transactions. Stakeholders participating in a blockchain ecosystem submit new transactions, which represent usually their desire to transfer funds between user accounts. Once the transactions are validated, the transactions are wrapped in a block, the block is attached to the blockchain via the hash and it becomes part of the chain forever.

The overall idea of blockchain is generic and particular blockchain protocols may store data such as blocks and transactions differently. In the case of Ethereum, the universal data structure used is Merkle Patricia Trie. All the information flowing through the blockchain are modeled using instances of this structure.

The transactions are encoded in Transaction Trie furthermore detailed in Section 6.1. A transaction represents an atomic operation, which is recorded in this trie, and may be investigated any time later. In addition, this operation changes a state, i.e. influences other participants in the network. Most typically, the transaction causes that one account’s balance is deducted while the other account’s balance is increased, i.e. the funds flow from one user to another one. These always rolling state changes are reflected in World State Trie, described in Section 6.3. Consequence of this design is, that every block contains in its header links to various Merkle Patricia Tries representing transactions and current state.

Moreover, the block in Ethereum contains a list of ommers. This list consists of headers of blocks that were successfully mined, but they eventually did not become part of the mainline. Detail description of mining process is out of scope of this paper. Apart from the Yellow paper a readable explanation is provided e.g. by Dannen [9, Chapter 6]. In brief, the process is as follows: blockchain stakeholders propose their transactions into the network first. A group of specially dedicated stakeholders – miners – responsible for validating the network, then pick-up these transactions and wrap them in blocks. To do so, they must verify transactions, compute a hash of a parent block, execute (artificially) resource demanding computation to prove that they invest considerable effort in mining, they get reward for their work and the block became part of the blockchain. Let us note that the resource demanding computation is part of so the called Proof-of-work consensus protocol, other protocols may work differently as summarised e.g. by Zhang [53, Section 4].

However, this process may produce more blocks in approximately the same time. These redundant blocks are not thrown, but became ommers, and miners still get a reward, but smaller. Since the tail of the blockchain may contain at any moment these branches, a consensus protocol is used to determine the leading path. Ethereum uses a modified scheme in order to generate consensus based on the protocol called GHOST and proposed by Sompolinsky and Zohar [46]. This protocol in brief selects a path to which the most computational effort has been invested. This path then becomes a mainline in the blockchain and next blocks are added only to this path. Transactions in the newly added block are finally executed as soon as the consensus on the leading path is made.
Let us note that miners are not forced to follow the consensus, but their effort on mining blocks outside of the mainline becomes meaningless after a chain of 6 consecutive ommer:s is created as no reward is paid for longer ommers chains. This number of ommer:s has been estimated as sufficient for all stakeholders to get information about the consensus being made. Ethereum configures difficulty of mining to propose a new block approximately every 15s, which gives about a minute and half for all miners to get information about new consensus being made.

We can find that a block \( B \) contains a header \( H \), transactions \( T \) and ommer:s, sometimes refered to as uncles \( U \):

\[
B = (H, T, U)
\]  

(8)

Ethereum blockchain structure is visualised in Fig 6. As it may be seen, the block header links various tries and the body contains the transitions. All the trie based structures are described in Section 6. For this reason, this section will detail content of the block header only. The visualisation shows only selection of header fields, the complete list of header \( H \) fields is:

- **parentHash** The Keccak 256 bit hash of the parent block. This field connects blocks in a chain.
- **ommersHash** The Keccak 256 bit hash of list of ommer:s.
- **beneficiary** An account address of a user who mined this block and receives reward.
- **stateRoot** The Keccak 256 bit hash of a root of the World State Trie.
- **receiptsRoot** The Keccak 256 bit hash of a root of the Transaction Receipt Trie.
- **transactionsRoot** The Keccak 256 bit hash of a root of the Transaction Trie.
- **logsBloom** A filter relating logs hashes with the log records.
- **difficulty** A scalar value corresponding to an effort that has to be undertaken to mine this block.
- **number** A scalar value equivalent to an ordinal number of this block. Every new block in the chain gets a number increased by one.
- **gasLimit** A scalar value containing an accumulated gas limit required to process all transactions in this block.
- **gasUsed** A scalar value containing an accumulated real consumed gas to process all transactions in this block.
- **extraData** A free form, 32 bytes or less long byte array, containing any additional data.
- **mixHash** The Keccak 256 bit hash confirming that a sufficient computation has been spent on mining this block.
- **nonce** A 64 bit value. This value combined with mixHash also proves that the computation has been spend for mining this block.

Fields **stateRoot**, **receiptsRoot** and **transactionsRoot** refer to respective trie data structures and are described in other sections, namely **stateRoot** and the underlying World State Trie is provided in Section 6.3, Receipts and Transactions tries referred via the fields **receiptsRoot** and **transactionsRoot** are provided in Section 6.1. The same section also details **logsBloom** filter, **gasLimit** and **gasUsed**.

Values under the keys **mixHash**, **nonce** and **difficulty** are related to block mining and the Proof-of-work consensus. The Proof-of-work main purpose is to enforce a certain computational power is spend on validating a block, independently on number of nodes (i.e. computers) added in the network. This secures the network by disallowing a party with prevailing computation power to rule the network. Ethereum uses the protocol called Ethash[14] for mining and validating that the mining work has been done. This protocol derives **nonce** which is a cryptography hash proportional to **difficulty**. The difficulty is adjusted along the time to make sure that the time frame spent globally on mining blocks remain approximately the same with growing computational power invested in mining.
The Proof-of-Work consensus is based on solving a cryptography puzzle. In brief, it works as follows. The miners manage a dataset of cryptic hashes and their task is to randomly select a sub-set of hashes from this dataset. This sub-set is hashed together and produces mixHash. If mixHash is lower than nonce the computation is successful, i.e. the miner has found the correct sub-set, and the miner finding this solution is a winner, the miner is rewarded and the block becomes part of the chain.

6 DATA REPRESENTATION

As it has been mentioned, the fundamental process in blockchains is execution of transactions. Ethereum extends on complexity as it contains additional feature: Smart Contracts. Smart Contracts are as well manipulated via transactions (created, executed), but additionally create a global state. Smart contracts are programs that execute a code and store values in global variables. It means that Ethereum must store not only transactions, but also the Smart Contracts and their values. Ethereum does it using Merkle-Patricia-Tries, their structure will be described in next sections.

Ethereum recognises following data-structures: Receipts Trie, Transactions Trie, World State Trie and Account Storage Trie.

6.1 Transactions Trie

Receipts Trie and Transactions Trie record execution of each transaction and are thus non-modifiable after the transaction is executed. It means that all performed transactions are recorded forever and cannot be undone. It contrasts to the
World State Trie, which is continuously updated to hold the most recent state of the blockchain. The World State is updated to reflect either account balance changes or Smart Contract creation, while the record in Transaction and Receipt Tries become verbatim once the transaction is executed.

A transaction is mapped in the trie so that the key is a transaction index and the value is the transaction \( T \). Both the transaction index and the transaction itself are RLP encoded. It compose a key-value pair, stored in the trie:

\[
RLP(index) \rightarrow RLP(T)
\]  

The structure \( T \) consists of following items:

- **Nonce**: an ordinal number of a transaction. For every new transaction submitted by the same sender, the nonce is increased. This value allows for tracking order of transactions and prevents sending the same transaction twice.
- **gasPrice**: A value indicating current price of gas.
- **gasLimit**: A value indicating maximal amount of gas the sender is able to spend on executing this transaction.
- **to**: Address of an account to receive funds, or zero for contract creation.
- **value**: Amount of funds to transfer between external accounts, or initial balance of an account for a new contract.
- **init**: EVM initialization code for new contract creation.
- **data**: Input data for a message call together with the message (i.e. a method) signature.
- **v, r, s**: Values encoding signature of a sender.

Although this document does not primarily detail execution semantics of the blockchain, some overview must be given to better understand these fields. A transaction can represent one of the three kinds: a simple transactions that transfers funds between accounts, Smart Contract creation, and a Message call.

All the fields mentioned above are used for all types of transactions, but some of them are not filled depending on the context. In particular, the field \( \text{init} \) is filled only for contract creation and in this case the field \( \text{to} \) is empty. The field \( \text{data} \) is filled only for message call. Finally, both \( \text{init} \) and \( \text{data} \) are empty for transactions that only transfer funds. In this case \( \text{to} \) is filled and it contains a recipient address.

Three types of transactions and the mapping of respective fields is summarised in table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>data</th>
<th>init</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External account</td>
<td>recipient address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract creation</td>
<td>byte-code + data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message call</td>
<td>contract address, signature + data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transaction Fee.** The \( \text{gasPrice} \) and \( \text{gasLimit} \) are used for computing a fee paid for executing a transaction, as also explained by Kasireddy in her blog [24]. Ideally these values should be aligned with fiat money required to run the transaction, typically invested into real-world commodities such as electricity and also hardware costs.

When an Ethereum Virtual Machine executes a smart contract, it charges certain gas for every instruction and the storage used. This fee is hardcoded, but has been updated in the history by doing a so called hard forks (i.e. an incompatible changes in the platform). A list of recent forks is provide in a web page [18]. For instance recent Istanbul hard fork has changed prices of SSLOD and SSTORE [35], which is an incompatible and controversial change as it changes price of execution.
The \textit{gasPrice} is set by the transaction submitter. When the miner executes the transaction, the gas charged by the Virtual Machine is multiplied by the gas price and it becomes a reward (in Ether) send to the miner’s account. As in other trades, the gas price is correlated with the market as the smart contract creators want to execute their contracts at minimal price, while the miners tend to select best valued contracts, they essentially need to meet somewhere in the middle.

Since the blockchain is decentralised and anonymous parties run transactions, this mechanism should guarantee that code of underlying Smart Contracts is optimised not to waste computer power. Senders (creators) of a transaction are incentivized to optimise their code to consume minimal gas to save their money. In contrast, all expended gas go to a beneficiary, which is in the current Prof-of-Work scheme the miner, who is motivated to execute and validate transactions, which keeps the blockchain as such alive.

The value represented by \textit{gasLimit} is set by the transaction creator and expresses maximal gas a sender is willing to pay for executing his or her transaction. This limit is a kind of fuse, which prevents endless running code that would at the end drained the sender’s funds. An endless loop would also, at current implementation, block execution of blockchain as such because the transitions are currently executed synchronously. While there is ongoing research into asynchronous execution [3, 11, 50, 52], it is not mainstream yet.

The gas limit should not be underestimated by the sender, because the transaction execution is terminated if it reaches the gas limit prematurely. All the already consumed gas is, however, not refunded as someone (i.e. the miner) has to already spend computer power to execute before reaching out-of-gas. It means that the sender will end up without his or her transaction being accepted in the blockchain, but still having to pay for (partial) execution.

\textbf{Contract Creation.} A new Smart contract is deployed into the blockchain by a special type of transaction. The workflow is visualised in Fig 7 by the means of sequence diagrams. When a user, visualised as a human actor in the diagram, deploys the transaction, it is executed. Let us note that the transaction is not executed immediately, it must be first validated by a miner and in ad-hoc sequence synchronised by all nodes participating in the blockchain network. This delay is not directly visible from the diagram.

Once the transaction is executed, it creates a record in the Transaction Trie with all the fields related to the transaction. The diagram visualises it as creating a new actor with the trie (obviously only one item in the trie is created, not the whole trie). For contract creation, the field \textit{init} in this trie is filled with an EVM byte-code that generates a new contract. This byte-code has been previously generated by any smart contract compiler, most typically using a Solidity[44] language and its compiler, and arrived with the transaction.

The field \textit{to} in the Transaction Trie is empty because part of contract deployment is creation of a new account. For this reason the value for \textit{to} is not known yet. A new contract account is created immediately after the smart contract is deployed, showed in the diagram as a creation of a new actor with the World State Trie (again, one item in this trie is created). This new account gets byte-code of the contract stored in the field \textit{codeHash}. In addition, a new storage represented by a Storage Trie is created and the root of this trie is saved in the field \textit{storageRoot}. Contract creation can already contain initial state (i.e. global variables), which are stored in this trie.

From the programming language perspective, the initialisation code is implemented as a special method: a constructor, which is executed together with all the instructions in its body. This also means that the constructor can already set-up a state via program variables. The result of the constructor invocation is the contract itself as it returns body of new contract, associated via the account field \textit{codeHash}. Using the object oriented programming terminology, we can say...
that the constructor creates a contract instance. The constructor can have arguments and in this case they are appended in a binary form to the `init` field. Details about binary format is in a readable form detailed in the Howard’s blog [22].

The rest of the UML diagram depicts execution of Smart Contract, detailed in next subsection.

![UML Diagram](image)

**Fig. 7. Creation of Smart Contract and its Invocation**

A new contract can also come with initial funds, which are stored in the field `balance`. It means, that not only humans, but contracts as well can hold money. This fact was one of the causes of infamous The DAO attack[23], which allowed an attacker to drain approximately third of that time available Ethers. The DAO was a bidding system, where participants send their bids (i.e. deposits), which were about to be refunded after a certain period. The main attack vector was a security bug in the contract, but such a big theft was possible only because all the money collected from participants were accumulated in one account.

*Message Calls.* Once deployed, contracts can be executed many times. Contract execution basically means execution of its methods, which is triggered by a special transaction, which has a non-empty filed `data`. Such a contract execution is called a message call, which wraps a method signature and data in certain format. This concept is similar to RPC (Remote Procedure Call) or RMI (Remote Method Interface), already well known from other languages such as Java[36].

Note that all the transactions are not typed themselves and their type is recognised by having empty or non-empty certain fields. This is the reason why a different field is used for a message call and a contract creation (i.e `init` vs `data`).

Let us again refer to a UML diagram in Fig. 7 showing a human actor who, in the bottom part of the diagram, submits three transactions with a message call. These transactions pick-up a `codeHash` from respective account and execute the smart contract (actually one of methods of the contract). This type of transaction must contain an account address in the `to` field, which determines particular account contract to use when looking up the `codeHash`. 
The transaction that calls a contract combines both the method signature and the input data into the data field. The method signature is stored in a hashed (using keccak) form[21], followed by the input data. The input data are encoded in a standardized binary format – an Abstract Binary Interface[43]. This format allows for encoding both the method signature and input data in one field as a binary sequence.

Interestingly, the ABI format is defined in the Solidity specification, which was originally intended as only one of the many languages for smart contract. However, to satisfy interoperability, alternative languages must follow the Solidity specification to communicate with other smart contracts. We see this as a weakness and insufficient standardization, owing that Solidity neither attempts at backward compatibility, nor exposes its version as part of API. Solidity uses Semantic Versioning [4, Chapter: Selecting a Version of Solidity] to express a version of a deployed contract, but does not contain a means to express a required version of imported (called) contract as it has been possible for long time in systems such as OSGi[2]. This is nothing new that incompatibilities happen all the time [39], but compatibility assurance does not seem to be part of Smart Contract design.

Contracts may call methods of other contracts, which is done via internal transactions. They use the same mechanism as it is used for the method call from the transaction, but internal transactions are not recorded in the blockchain. They also do not have gasLimit and the consumed gas is billed against the source caller, transitively when nested contracts are called. This allows for creating libraries, which are not priced themselves, but their cost must be considered when their are aggregated into other contracts.

v, r, s. These three values digitally signs the transaction. Values r and s are computed using the ECDSA signature algorithm [17]. In the case of Ethereum an ECDSA implementation called secp256k1 [20] is in particular used. ECDSA is a symmetric function based on elliptic curves, which generates the signature out of private and public key pairs. Easily readable introduction into this function is available at blogs [28, 41].

The private key is a secret maintained by every blockchain participant in his or her wallet [13]. The wallet is a remedy persisting this key, frequently represented by a software installed on user’s computers, however, more verbatim variants exist such as hardware USB keys, or even more tamper proof so called cold-storage e.g. private keys engraved on a piece of metal.

The third value of – v – is the recovery identifier, a one-byte value, which allows for obtaining a public key from the signature. When this public key is hashed by keccak, first 20 bytes of this hash then equal to an account address.

As it may be seen it is crucial for a user to maintain his or her private key as it servers for signing the transactions and identifies the user as the owner of an account, i.e. the crypto-currency funds.

6.2 Receipts Trie

When a transaction is submitted to a blockchain, it is not executed immediately. First executes the transaction the miner, who potentially put it in the block. Then, the transaction becomes part of the blockchain and all participating nodes will sooner or later synchronize, i.e. execute the transaction. Because of this process, a user submitting originally the transaction cannot have its results immediately.

As a solution, result of each transaction execution is captured in the Transaction Receipt Trie. One entry in this trie is created for each transaction and it contains at least a result code showing if the transaction has executed correctly or not. Optionally, the trie may contain log messages generated by smart contracts for more detailed debugging of contract execution. By analyzing the Receipts Trie, the user that submitted a transaction can observe when the transaction is executed and potentially study log messages to get deeper insight.
Ethereum Data Structures

Ethereum nodes provide a convenient API that allows the user to register for events and get notifications when a transaction receipt has arrived. Putting all this together, a user typically submit a transaction first. Since he or she cannot know when the transaction is actually executed, he or she waits for a receipt using a convenient API.

The Receipt Trie has following structure. The key is a transaction index and the value is a receipt $R$. They compose a key-value pair:

$$RLP(index) \rightarrow RLP(R)$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

The receipt $R$ has following fields:

- Cumulative gas used in a respective block after execution of current transaction, i.e. the gas consumed by all previous transactions and the recent one.
- A set of logs printed out by this transaction.
- A Bloom filter containing hashes of log entries to speed-up their searching.
- A status code of the transaction result, expressed as a number. It semantics is application dependent.

**Bloom Filter.** Bloom filters had been introduced by Burton Bloom [6] and they speed up searching in big datasets by primary keys. The filter is a vector containing hashes of primary keys. Since the vector is usually small it may be stored e.g. in a main memory, cached, or stored close to a client in terms of distributed systems. Before looking-up the expensive storage, clients may query the filter first. Since the filter contains hashes, it may falsely claim a missing key as being present in the main data source due to hash collisions. On the other hand the filter reliably response if the key is missing and thus the hash cannot be found in the filter. It means that the filter reduces unnecessary queries in the main storage for keys that are not present.

**Message Logs.** As it has been mentioned, the Receipt Trie can contain a set of log messages, produced by smart contract. In the case of Solidity, the log message is emitted via a keyword `emit`. In the byte-code level, the messages are represented by EVM instructions $LOG_0, \ldots, LOG_4$.

The set of logs contains tuples with following items:

- A contract account address, who triggered the log, i.e. executed this Smart Contract.
- A sequence of 32 bytes long containing event topics.
- A sequence of bytes containing the log message itself.

The log messages may contain any arbitrary data and every message may be assigned to a topic. This way clients may listen only to messages from certain topics if they are not interested in all log messages.

We use the UML sequence diagram in Fig. 8 to visualise creation of log entries. At the beginning a user must submit a transaction that executes a Smart contract, or in other words, it executes a method of Smart contract via a message call. The transaction calling a contract must contain a target account in the `to` field. This field determines the account in the World State Trie, which contains the Smart Contract. Then, the contract is executed. When the contract’s method contains the `emit` keyword, the message propagates into the log entries. An example snippet of Smart contract that can produce a log message may be seen in Listing 1:

```solidity
1 contract ExampleContract {
2     uint storedData
3     event Sent(msg);
4     constructor() public {} 
```
6.3 World State Trie

In contrast to Transaction Tries, the World State Trie is a mutable data-structure capturing the most recent state of the blockchain. World State Trie contains a mapping between addresses and accounts, i.e. paths in this trie link records with account information. An address of an account is a 160-bit (20 bytes) identifiers, which is created as first 20 bytes of a public key from the user signature.

Ethereum knows two types of Accounts: Externally Owned and Contract Account. Their form is the same, both are leaves in the World State Trie, but they can be distinguished by empty or non-empty values in certain fields.

As it was mentioned, every account $A$ stored is mapped via an account address. The address is furthermore hashed (detailed in Section 6.7), which creates a key-value pair:

$$keccak(address) \rightarrow RLP(A)$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

The structure $A$ contains following fields:

- **nonce**: A scalar, for Externally Owned Accounts it is equivalent to the number of transactions sent from this address; for Contract Accounts it contains number of creation of the contract.
- **balance**: A scalar, contains funds available in this account.
- **storageRoot**: A 256-bit hash, containing a hash of root of the Account Storage Trie. Empty for Externally owned accounts.
- **codeHash**: Hash of the EVM code. Particular EVM byte-code is stored in an underlying database under this hash as a key. Empty for Externally owned accounts.

The Externally owned account is meant for a user and it holds a balance of his funds. Although these accounts are often managed by software, their purpose is to serve human end users to store their funds, similarly to standard bank accounts. External accounts have the fields `storageRoot` and `codeHash` empty.

The Contract Account contains a Smart Contract and it links contract byte-code via the filed `codeHash`. While this field contains only a hash (i.e. keccak), the contract’s byte-code must be looked up from the database this hash being a key. Furthermore, this account contains `storageRoot`, which is an additional trie structure: Account Storage Trie persisting contract data. It will be described independent in the next section.

The World State Trie is manipulated via transitions. Obviously, the transaction type must match with the account type. It is, for instance, not possible to send a transaction encoding a message call but actually pointing to an Externally owned account.

When a transaction addresses an Externally Owned Account, the balance of this account is updated as prescribed in the transaction. As endless flow of transactions can modify the same account, the World State Trie is an always changing structure.

When a transaction address a Smart Contract account, the contract stored in `codeHash` is executed according to `data` filed of the contract. Part of the contract execution is typically a change of state, or in other words updates of contract’s global variables. It triggers updates in the State Trie referred via `storageRoot`. For this reason the State Trie is an always modified structure as well.

### 6.4 UTXO Based and Account Based Blockchains

The concept of managing accounts in Ethereum is different from another blockchain technology, namely Bitcoin[34]. Bitcoin does not accumulate balances of users in accounts, but instead it recognises only transactions, which contain addresses and crypto-currency amounts. Transactions transfer balances between these addresses and the balance must be transferred as a whole. It is called unspent transaction output – UTXO. If a user wants to pay for something which is priced more than the amount the user has on one address, he or she must combine amounts from more addresses (assuming the user owns more addresses). If the sum does not exactly match with the price to pay, the user must combine the amounts to sent a higher value. Furthermore, the user provides a so called change address, which receives a change after the price is paid.

UTXO more remains of real-life payments where people exchange whole coins or notes and get change back. This system has its pros and cons as discussed informally on blogs [8]. Interoperatibility of these two systems were analysed by researchers as well [51]. One of the benefit of UTXO is that the transactions can run in parallel as there is no dependency between them. UTXO can also scale better for similar reasons, because no data must be looked-up to update global balances of accounts. The addresses are stored in user wallets and users only create a transaction out of these addresses, which get delivered to other parties. No previous balances must be located to update them. On the other hand it is impossible to easily get user balances e.g. in Bitcoin wallets. The Wallets must instead track all the incoming addresses and their balances to produce a summary. In other words, while Ethereum transactions may deduct
certain amount from the account directly, Bitcoin and other UTXO based systems may transfer only the whole amount and receive exchange.

6.5 Storage Trie

The World State Trie refers to Smart Contract data via an account and its field storageRoot, which is a hash of the root of the Storage Trie. This trie is directly modified via a Smart Contract byte-code using instructions SLOAD and SSTORE.

Every key in this trie is an index of a slot stored in the leaf node. The key is furthermore hashed. The index represents one or more global variables in the Smart Contract. It is up-to the compiler to determine an index for every variable at compile time. Furthermore, the index is hashed. We can formulate that index and slot pairs are stored in the trie as:

\[ \text{keccak}(\text{index}) \rightarrow \text{RLP}(\text{slot}) \]  

(12)

Let us illustrate how this trie is modified with the already used Listing 1 and an UML diagram in Fig. 9. Let us assume that a user has already submitted transactions executing this Smart Contract. Let us also assume that the transaction field data has contained signature of the function called method, and this function has been called three times with values 30, 20, and 10. This process is depicted in the UML sequence diagram, where an account addressed in the transaction is located first, then the contract from the field codeHash is executed and the Account Storage Trie linked via storageRoot is updated. Since the Smart in Listing 1 contains one global variable storedData and this variable is modified via the executed method, the Account Storage Trie is sequentially modified as the transactions are processed.
One leaf in the Storage Trie is a slot, which contain one or more variables. The slot is wide 32 bytes and its content depends on a data type of particular variable, furthermore detailed in Solidity compiler documentation[45].

It is again interesting to see that the data format valid throughout the blockchain is defined in Solidity, which is however only one possible implementation. In other words, if an alternative compiler stores the data differently, it will produce incompatible data storage. The storage itself does not contain any versioning information, which means that even Solidity cannot evolve to store the data differently. The only barrier of incompatible changes seems to be at the moment that the contract code cannot be updated.

We provide here an overview of variable format produced by current Solidity:

**Statically Sized Variables.** For statically-sized variables, multiple items are grouped in one slot up to total of 32 bytes. The first value which does not fit into 32 bytes starts a new slot. Structures and arrays start a new slot and occupy whole slots, except that their items are packed as well. First variable spotted by the compiler is assigned index 0x0, every new slot uses the next available indexes.

An example in Fig. 10 shows one slot with three packed variables (int128, int8 and one bool), and one wide (int256) variable that cannot be packed.

When a contract uses inheritance, its slots are shifted in the storage to a next available slot after fitting-in state variables from parents.

**Maps.** In the case of maps, a first available slot’s index is selected. For every key in the map, the key is concatenated with this slot index and the hash is computed:

$$index_{val} = \text{keccak}(index + key)$$

Note that + here means string concatenation. This index points to a slot with the map value. Notice that the slot under the first index remains itself empty. An example with a map starting at index is provided in Fig. 11.

**Dynamic Arrays.** The next available index is associated with the array. This index points to a slot which contains the array size (it is not empty as for the maps). The hash of index points to the slot with the beginning of the array and all array items are laid out sequentially from this index. To get a value from the array, it must be computed:

$$index_i = \text{keccak}(index + i)$$
where \( i \) points to a slot with the value from array index \( i \). As it may be seen, arrays and maps are stored fundamentally the same. However, the arrays have additional benefit that they also pack values if they fit more variables into one slot. An example with an array starting at index is shown in Fig. 12.

*Byte Arrays and String.* When these types are shorter than 32 bytes, they are stored in one slot so that one byte contains the size and 31 bytes are used for data. For longer strings or arrays, they are stored the same way as dynamic arrays. One slot contains the length and following slots the payload. An example of a short string is shown in Fig. 13.

6.6 Authenticated Storage

Merkle Patricia Tries are used across the blockchain among other reasons to provide a so called authenticated storage. This is done by employing Merkle hashes. Once any data subset is obtained from the blockchain, it always comes with its hash. This hash essentially authenticates, i.e. proves validity of the data.

This concept may be furthermore illustrated on an example in Fig. 14. Let us assume there is a block with a transaction that sets an account balance to ‘100’, visualised as Block N. This transaction updates an account in the World State.
Trie first. Then, the hash of this account (an example value 0xA is shown) is computed and all the hashes up to the root are recomputed. It creates a hash (example value 0xAA), which is stored in the header of the Block N. Any time later, another block contains a transaction that changes a balance to a value ‘20’. This changes the hash of respective account and recomputes all hashes up to the root (example hashes 0xB and 0xBB are used). This new hash is stored in the header of the block Block M, and the hash in the block Block N essentially becomes obsolete.

The result is that both the data structure and the blockchain are bound to these hashes. If someone, for instance, manipulates the datasource in an attempt to prove he is holding different funds, it may be easily verified that the hash of this corrupted (or obsolete) datasource does not match with the latest block header.

If someone, in contrary, tries to use for instance an older block to prove his holding of certain funds, it may be again easily verified that the block header does not match with the most recent dataset.

6.7 Pseudo Structure: Secure Trie

Secure Trie is a wrapper of another trie. This is actually not an independent data structure, but it is rather a term to say that keys (paths) in the Trie are hashed as well. We mentioned this term here as it is used in Geth and Parity implementation and also on a couple of blogs[12, 26]. Practically, Ethereum employs a Secure Trie for World State Trie and Account Storage Trie.

For instance for an account address, the key is actually not a 20 bytes address, but 32 bytes hash, when it is stored in the trie. It means that whenever there is an account address, this address must be hashed first, then it may be looked-up or stored in the trie. Similarly, a variable identifier for a value from Account Storage Trie is hashed. It means that every identifier populated to SLOAD and SSTORE instructions is hashed first, then it is accessed in the trie.

The rationale behind this is to prevent DOS attacks. An attacker could construct a payload (e.g. account addresses) in a way that degrades a trie to contain long paths with minimal branching. It would lead to an explosion of look-ups in respective tries. When the key is hashed, it randomises its string representation and contributes to more random distribution of branching.

7 CONCLUSIONS
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